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Abstract— a user can get access to its account only by means of
username and password in this sense the security of user account
is only dependent on the password of user. Hence it is important
that user should keep his/her password confidential. In many
systems people select their username and text passwords when
registering accounts on a website. The matter becomes worse
when users would choose easy-to-remember passwords (i.e., weak
passwords) even if they know the passwords might be unsafe.
Therefore, it is important to take human factors into
consideration when designing a user authentication protocol. In
“callback authentication system” the user's registered cell phone
number has been efficiently used for user authentication.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, text password has been adopted as
the primary mean of user authentication for websites. People
select their username and text passwords when registering
accounts on a website. In order to log into the website
successfully, users must recall the selected passwords.
Password reuse causes users to lose sensitive information
stored on websites if a hacker compromises one of their
passwords. In such systems only user passwords are used as a
mean for authentication. In proposed "callback authentication
system" cross verification of user is done on the basis of user's
registered cell phone number. Call based authentication
system provides security because authentication will be
performed on the basis of user selected password as well as
registered cell phone number[3].
Following are some limitations of user selected passwords:
1) Humans are not experts in memorizing text strings. Thus,
most users would choose easy-to-remember passwords
(i.e., weak passwords) even if they know the passwords
might be unsafe.
2) Another crucial problem is that users tend to reuse
passwords across various websites. Password reuse causes
users to lose sensitive information stored on websites if a
hacker compromises one of their passwords.
3) Human beings are error prone hence may make mistakes
while manually typing authentication related code.
4) In the systems where login is fully dependent on user
selected password, if hackers obtain respective password
then can easily get access to the authorized user’s account.
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5) In text password based user authentication systems there is
no way to easily capture the unauthorized use of account.
6) Using same password across various websites causes
domino effect. In domino effect, when a weak system
losses its password, some information will be revealed
that will aid the hackers in infiltrating other systems which
may cause loss of huge data.
Hence the systems which are using user selected passwords
for authentication are more vulnerable. Therefore, it is
important to take human factors into consideration when
designing a user authentication protocol.
In "callback authentication system" user has to provide
its cell phone number while registering with website. User
will receive a call on registered number while login process,
depending upon user's action after receiving call the further
processing of authentication will be performed.
Different systems has been proposed for secure user
authentication they are as follows:
Cell phone and short message service is used to thwart
password stealing [3].User authentication protocol named
oPass which leverages a user’s cellphone and short message
service to thwart password stealing and password reuse
attacks. oPass only requires each participating website
possesses a unique phone number, and involves a
telecommunication service provider in registration and
recovery phases. Through oPass, users only need to remember
a long-term password for login on all websites. After
evaluating the oPass prototype, we believe oPass is efficient
and affordable compared with the conventional web
authentication mechanisms. In One time password (OTP) [1]
following steps are performed for system generated one time
password for user to login. OTP only requires each
participating website possesses a unique phone number, and
involves a telecommunication service provider in registration
and recovery phases. Through OTP, users only need to
remember a long-term password for login on all websites.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The earlier systems use cell phone based authentication
system but in different way, where they use sms (short
message service) for user authentication. In sms based system
user uses his/her selected text password for login, service
provider is used for sms service. Where authentication code is
sent to the user through sms. User has to manually enter the
authentication code. Another system named one time
password OTP [1] where sms system is used for one time
password generation. In OTP the program asks the user to
setup a long-term password. This long-term password is used
to generate a chain of one-time passwords for further logins
on the target server. Then, the program automatically sends a
registration SMS message to the server for completing the
registration procedure. The user uses his cell phone to
produce a one-time password, server can verify and
Authenticate user. The protocol starts when user wishes to log
into her favorite web-server (already registered).
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III. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
Call gateway provides a calling interface to the system
where “callback authentication system” is to be used.
Generally call gateways are provided by third party having
special types of servers and hardware needed to implement
calling and maintaining call logs along with call status.
Call gateways are available which provide the service of
sending a voice message to a user’s cell phone and maintain
logs of all details of call status with its unique id. After
completion of voice message call is rejected automatically.
The call gateway is API (Application programming interface)
which is integrated in the system to provide calling
functionality. It contains all required functionality to provide
call status with respect to each call generated. The system
receives this status about each call generated by call service
provider and according to this status it performs further
redirection of links.
The same call gateway has been used in “callback
authentication system” but with a blank message because in
“callback authentication system” we need to be only call
status. Log details consist of further mentioned call status
queued, ringing, in-progress, completed, no-answer, busy,
failed. The code has been written in JavaScript to check the
call status and redirect the link. Different conditions are given
in the JavaScript for redirecting the link. As it is required in
“callback authentication system” that user should get access if
call is accepted by him/her the conditions are given
accordingly.
The conditions are dependent of the status provided by the
call service provider. According to status received the further
redirecting is performed. If status received is in-progress then
this indicates that user has accepted the call. Condition is
given in JavaScript code that, if status is completed the
redirect the link to the user profile. If status is not in-progress
that in all other cases redirect the link to homepage.
Architecture of callback authentication technique:

Fig.1: Architecture diagram of callback authentication
technique.
User is directly interact with Browser and its personal cell
phone. Browser (i.e. website) is connect to web server and
phone call Gateway by internet and cell phone is connect with
Telecommunication Service Provider (TSP) channel.
Flow chart of callback authentication technique:

Fig.2: flow chart of callback authentication technique.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The call service providers provide calling gateways to
integrate the calling functionality in the system. All the status
generated by call service provider will be displayed on the
user’s screen. This indicates that “callback authentication
process”
“Callback authentication system” performs following steps
to authenticate user. User requires their own selected
password and cell phone which is registered with the system.
First users recall their text password along with their id
while getting access to their respective account. After entering
text password server checks to see if it’s valid id and
password.
If the id and password entered by user is valid then further
processing is performed. The next step is the call generation.
After performing this validation step call service provide
which has been integrated with the system generates call to
the user’s registered cell phone number. If the password and
id entered by the user is invalid then server sends invalid
password and id message to user.
Initially after validation phase user will get to see status
“queued” on the screen.
At the time of actual serving of call request from queue, the
status is changed to “ringing”. At this stage server check a
mobile connection as it is range on not. If it is in coverage area
then user gets a call on his/her registered number.
If user accepts the call then status provided by call service
provider will be changed to “In-process”. After receiving
authentication call it reject automatically and status is change
to ‘completed’
If user rejects or not answer the call then server send a
no-answer status and authentication process will be going
failed. If user’s cell phone is out of coverage area then initially
status provided by call service provider will be “queued”.
After then status will be changed to “ringing”. Eventually as
user is out of coverage area the status will be changed to
“failed”.
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V. ADVANTAGES
Following are the advantages of using callback authentication
technique:
1) In call based user authentication technique users don’t
need to manually type any code except password for
authentication purpose.
2) Users are free to choose their own password because
authentication will be on the basis of password as well as
cell phone number.
3) In case if someone has stolen registered user’s password
and trying to get access to the account then it will get
detected. If any third person enters stolen username and
password then call will get generated on registered user’s
cell. Ultimately registered user will get to know that
his/her password has been compromised and third person
is trying to get access to his account.
4) As login is fully dependent of call it will be ensured that
correct user is getting access to its respective account.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper represents a user authentication system named
“callback authentication” which leverages cell phones to
thwart unauthorized access of user account. We assume that
each user register their unique cell phone number with system.
We also assume that a telecommunication service provider
participates in the login phase. SMS delay occupies more than
40% of total execution time, with “callback authentication
system” this delay can be significantly reduced. Users are free
from manually typing the authentication code which is
provided through sms in sms based authentication system.
“Callback authentication system” concept can be used in
embedded systems like BMS (building monitoring system)
where it can be implemented in door access control. It can
also be used in banking sector, datacenter environment to
thwart unauthorized access of accounts. Along with these
above mentioned systems it can also be used in the systems
where user authentication is crucial.
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